INTRODUCTION
It is well known [I] thatthe B-H characteristics of amorphous ribbonsof certainmetallicalloys,usually based onCoand/or Fe,canbecontrolled fromhighly square to linear by magnetic anneal and, in some cases, in combination with partialrecrystallization [2, 31. Moreover, these ribbons exhibit averylowandgenerally temperature insensitive coreloss [4] , thatis aslowas thatof the bestferritesin saythe 100to 500kHz frequency range.
Theparticular amorphous tapes measured here have been annealed to linearize as muchas possible theirB-H characteristics and possiblyalso to lower their permeability It. A lowerlacanincrease thequality factor 'Q' ofaninductor, aswill beexplained, andis desirable toavoidmagnetic saturation in a highcurrent inductor. Commercial cores wound withthese specially annealed amorphous tapes serve wellincommon mode choke and flux ratcheting resistant, high frequency transformer applications. Theseapplications benefit fromthevery low coreloss,highpermeability, nearzerosaturation magnetostriction andveryhighplastic yieldstrength of such tapes.If the effectivepermeability can be controlled, thenthese tapes wouldalsobecandidates for high frequencypower inductors in aerospace applications. Accordingly, thispaperpresents thehigh frequency magnetization andenergy storage properties ofthesame cores whose corelossproperties aregiven in reference [41. 100kHz magnetization properties of two cobalt-based amorphous tape woundcoresand one iron-based, nanocrystalline tapewound corearepresented overthe temperature range of-150 C to 150C,atselected peak B-fields (Bp_k, or Bp) . Frequencyresolved characteristics aregivenovertherange of 50 kHzto I MHz,butat Bp_k--0.1 T and50 C only.Although not exhaustive, this data providesa wide temperature overviewsufficientlor first cut designdecisions regarding permeability.
A linearpermeability model, whichrepresents thecore by a parallel L-R circuit, is usedto compute and interpretthe magnetization propertiesfrom basic exciting winding current andinduced voltage data, taken on baretoroidal cores. Related to this model, several figuresof meritapplicable to inductormaterials are reviewed. Inparticular, theItrQ product figureofmerit is shown to be proportional to thereciprocal specific coreloss. Figure IA lbr the 6025F, which has the lowest Curie temperature Tc as well as the lowest B. These plots also suggest that the 500F is qualitatively different from the other two materials.
SAMPLE CORES
The temperature sensitivity of the !u_ for the 500F is of opposite sign and bigger.
The f dependence of the la_ of the 3 materials is presented in Figure 2 , but at 0.10 T and 50 C only, due to project limitations. On a log-log scale, these plots seem to fit the shape seen in manufacturers' literature: a relatively fiat low frequency region, going into rolloff as f increases and flattening again at high f. The low core loss characteristics of these materials are described over -150 C to 150 C in reference (4). Figure IA for the 6025F, which has the lowest Curie temperature T as well as the lowest B S. These plots also suggest that the 500F is qualitatively different from the other two materials. The temperature sensitivity of the P'r for the 500F is of opposite sign and bigger.
A frequency (f) scan of the It,. of the 3 materials, done only at 0.10 T and 50 C, shows on a log-log plot the usual flat low frequency region, tbllowed by a rolloff as f increases and flattening again at high f. The p._ of the 6030F type material is rather constant to at least I MHz, which can be valuable for resonant inductor applications.
Generally, none of the above materials are suitable to make up high Q, or high current inductors, unless cut and gapped to lower their permeability. The Q is already low at 100 kHz and drops rapidly with increasing f (Figure 3) For an R in parallel with a reactance X =coL c, one
The magnitude Io of the peak current into this Z_ is related to the magnitude V of the peak voltage across Z_ by
Noting that Vp =.qt-2 V,.,_, and also recognizing that V_s/Re =_ is the total core loss, the relation (A3) can be rewritten into the form
Division of Equation (A4) by (2P c )2 then gives
from which follows immediately that Equation A6 determines the core Q in terms of the measured total core loss _ and the peak voltage and current. One can also show by applying trigonometric identities to the explicit w)ltage-current product time function v(t).i(t) thatthe Vplp product is the same as the peak-to-peak value of v(t). i(t)"
This is useful to estimate the limits to Q measurement imposed by instrument resolution, since P_,=v(t).i(t).
Formula for the gQ product A quick way to arrive at a formula for [aQ (or p.,Q) is to combine the basic peak induced voltage formula
with the inductive reactance formula
such as to get
where Vc=7.A c is the core volume. The V can be eliminated from Equation (A 10), since
relates it to the average total core loss _. Recalling Equation (A2), this last step yields
where _ = _ / Vt. The g,Q product then is
Relative permeability la.of the core material Noting the polarity of v(t), the above integrals can be combined in the form which then puts Equation (AiS) into the final form IIv(t)ldt =4Bin., (LVc
0 Equation (A13) is immediately useful to get _tr, bccause Q is available from Equation (A6). The result is 
